
CONTENTSDear customer,

This season, there are so many news we want to share  

that we are presenting them to you in this dedicated leaflet.

It starts with the new women styles and a brand new voluminous 

men last – Jo, a foot-shaped last that your male customers will enjoy. 

You can also get to know the CM (Custom Made) Sandal concept, a new 

possibility for those working with the Klaveness foot scanner. 

We hope you will be as excited as we are with the growing possibilities 

and smart solutions our custom-made product categories offer!

As usual, we are happy and thankful for any feedback  

you may provide.
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944 Rust Metallic Nappa  
S411 White PU, Black Rubber

FM 16265
LISA EXTRA

1 - 10

K 

494 Bronze Metallic Nappa 
S411 White PU, Black Rubber

484 Gold Metallic Nappa 
S411 White PU, Black Rubber

892 Dark Blue Waxed Nubuck 
S411 White PU, Black Rubber

212 Black Waxed Nubuck / 226 Black Stretch Nubuck 
S412 Black PU, Black Rubber

FM 16125
LISA EXTRA

1 - 10

K 

FM 16121
LISA EXTRA

1 - 10

K 

212 Black Waxed Nubuck  
S412 Black PU, Black Rubber

392 Dark Brown Waxed Nubuck / 346 Brown Stretch Nubuck 
S412 Black PU, Black Rubber

392 Dark Brown Waxed Nubuck  
S411 White PU, Black Rubber
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WOMEN NEW STYLES - LISA EXTRA
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392 Dark Brown Waxed Nubuck  
S131 White EVA

144 Gold Metallic Nappa / 446 Beige Nubuck 
S131 White EVA

1 - 10

K 

1 - 10

K 

FM 0996  X2

ORTHO

FM 16140
ORTHO

241 Black Nappa / 248 Black Nubuck / 205 Black Lake 
S132 Black EVA

446 Beige Nubuck  
S131 White EVA

212 Black Waxed Nubuck  
S132 Black EVA

110 White Nappa / 116 White Chevreau Velour / 141 Silver Metallic Nappa 
S131 White EVA

863 Dark Blue Nappa / 868 Dark Blue Nubuck / 865 Dark Blue Lake 
S131 White EVA
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202 Black Nappa 
S952 Black PU

446 Beige Nubuck  
S862 Black PU, Black Rubber 

FM 1386  X2

JO

35 - 50

M

FM 1389  X2

JO

35 - 50

M

FM 1392
JO

35 - 50

M

212 Black Waxed Nubuck  
S852 Black TR

392 Dark Brown Waxed Nubuck  
S862 Black PU, Black Rubber 

332 Brown Soft Nappa 
S862 Black PU, Black Rubber 

202 Black Nappa  
S862 Black PU, Black Rubber

392 Dark Brown Waxed Nubuck  
S853 Brown TR

212 Black Waxed Nubuck  
S862 Black PU, Black Rubber 
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MEN NEW STYLES - JO
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302 Brown Waxed Nubuck  
White EVA, Brown Rubber 

302 Brown Waxed Nubuck  
White EVA, Brown Rubber 

212 Black Waxed Nubuck  
White EVA, Black Rubber 

212 Black Waxed Nubuck  
White EVA, Black Rubber 
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 RUBBER TRACK WITH GOOD GRIP

 EVA MIDSOLE FOR OPTIMAL CUSHION AND COMFORT

 INDIVIDUAL 3D SCANNED FOOTBED

 SOFT LEATHER COVER AND LINING

 ADJUSTABLE STRAPS

 LEATHER UPPERS

CUSTOM MADE  
SANDAL CONCEPT

This brand new product category allows you ordering 

a custom made sandal based on a foot scan. 

Alternatively, you simply refer to an order of foot 

orthotics previously delivered to your patient. 

You can choose from two women and two men styles. 

As usual, we have several adjustments and 

customizations available that you can use to adapt the 

sandal to the particular needs of your patient. 

To make sure that the fit is perfect we will only accept a 3D scan 

combined with a foot picture from our Klaveness foot scanner. 

This is to ensure that both the fit and outline gets right.

For more information we can provide a detailed manual.

FM 1451 WOMENFM 1450 WOMEN

FM 1400 MEN FM 1401 MEN
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SE50

SE53

All All 15 mm EVA**, Rubber

All All 15 mm EVA**, Rubber

SE51

SE54

SE52

SE55 SE56

All All 15 mm EVA**, TR*

All All 15 mm EVA**, TR*

All All 15 mm EVA**, TR*

All All 15 mm EVA**, TR* All All 15 mm EVA**, TR*
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NEW SOLE TECHNOLOGY
Klaveness takes another step that closes the gap 

between standard and custom-made shoes.

We are the only company in the market offering machinery 

made soles for individually produced orders.

These soles have significant advantages over 

the traditionally handmade EVA soles:

- Milled EVA soles offers extra depth that hides more of 

the volume than a traditionally made EVA sole.

- No separate welt is needed as it is machined from the 

same material as the mid sole. This provides a sole with 

less glued layers making it softer and more appealing.

- The weight of the sole is reduced.

- We can adapt them to any last shape. Even with 

two different shaped lasts on left and right foot 

we can make a similar design for both feet.
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NEW ROCKER SOLE SPECIFICATION

CUSTOM ORTHOTICS

We now offer five different basic shapes of rocker soles for our 

customers to choose from. Our aim is to make sure that customers 

get the functionality they need on their new pair of shoes.

We are pleased to present these options in our recently 

updated OAS and OIL order forms. Now, the process of 

ordering the correct rocker sole will be much easier. It is 

possible to choose from the following five options: 

- Late rocker

- Normal rocker

- Early rocker

- Stage rocker

- Polyphasic rocker

The Normal rocker will be used as default for rocker 

soles orders in the FIA product category. The remaining 

options will only be available as OAS and OIL.

We are proud to present a new foot orthotics product. This is a new 

type of foot orthotic that is thinner than a traditional EVA foot orthotic. 

It will fit in to shoes where a normal EVA orthotic takes too much of the 

space. But they still offer great functionality and support to the feet. 

Positives available from 3D files.

If you need positives for making orthotics yourself, we can now 

provide this product. Simply write “Positive” in “message to producer”.

If you want to make Therox orthotics or shape thermoplastic 

pre made orthotics we can deliver a milled positive for you. This 

gives you the possibility to work in the same way as you do with 

a classic plaster positive. In most cases, our customers order 3D 

foot orthotics but in some cases a different kind of material is 

needed. Then you can send the same 3D file and have it made 

as a positive. We produce them in a hard EVA material.
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Klaveness Footwear AB
Prästängsvägen 36, 45233 Strömstad | Sweden | +46 [0] 526 60788 | info@klaveness.se | www.klaveness.no

Size range Sole Velcro strap with return

Width Heel height
X2

Double velcro strap with return

SYMBOLS
In order to simplify information, we use symbols for the most frequent product characteristics.

Please refer to our website for updated information on news and stock.

CUSTOM MADE LASTS
All lasts are now made using the highest quality wood available on the 

market. The only exception is PU lasts made from high plasters and for 

special reasons in a few cases. 

Now we have dedicated last order forms for lasts. This makes ordering 

lasts easier than ever before. We have two types of last ordering forms. 

Modular lasts and Made to measure lasts.

The Modular last concept is great to use when you have the Klaveness 

fitting stock or Klaveness Medical Stock shoes (MSS) at hand. Modular 

lasts takes the FIA and OAS lasts concept one step further. You can 

both add and remove volume and make changes in heel height, toe 

spring and much more. Modular lasts start with a Klaveness standard 

last in 3D. You describe the changes you want to make using the order 

form. After this, we will make all the changes on the 3D last and finally 

mill the last in wood. Modular lasts include the thickness of the foot 

orthotics in the last volume.

In case using Modular lasts is not possible or appropriate we can 

provide Made to Measure lasts from 3D foot scans. We can make them 

using any of the standard open file formats, or from measures, foot 

prints and casts. Please use the Made to Measure last order form and 

attach the complementary data needed. Made to Measure lasts don’t 

include the thickness of the foot orthotics in the last volume.

If you design your own 3D lasts we can mill it for you in our state of 

the art milling machine. 

And, last but not least, to save you time, 

space and cost we now have a last hotel in our 

production facilities. If you store your lasts in 

our last hotel, we are ready to start with your 

order as soon as we receive it.


